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FEATURES AND USES
semi-opaque finish for interiors and exteriors based on acrylic-siloxane emulsion, ancient decorative effect.
Applicable both on smooth support that rough, either mineral or synthetic. Applied to the outside it allows to
obtain a pleasing light colors dark antique effect that goes to embellish and protect the facade,
guaranteeing an exceptional water repellency while maintaining unchanged the permeability of the media
steam. Inside it can be applied guaranteeing a perfect washability and exceptional aggression bacterial
resistance. Its flexibility decorative antique effect and its exceptional endurance performance rank VELATURA
SILOSSANICA site as a product for facades in historic centers.
COMPOSITION
Emulsion acrylic-siloxane, photostable pigments, additives.
PREPARING THE SURFACE
Sanding, dusting, any imperfections with stucco in paste and / or powder form and apply a suitably diluted
universal Fissativo with water according to the absorption of the substrate. Allow to dry for at least 4 hours and
apply one or two coats of PRIMER PLUS white or slightly pigmented, suitably diluted, interspersed between a
hand and the other at least 4-5 hours.
APPLICATION
proceed with the drafting of VELATURA SILOSSANICA of the desired color with a brush, and quickly, product is
still fresh, finish with wool glove with non-continuous circular movements.
WARNINGS:
Do not apply on damp walls or where there has been ascertained rising damp, do not apply in foggy or near
rains. Apply with a temperature between 5 and 30 ° C.
TECHNICAL DATA
SPECIFIC WEIGHT: 1,040 +/- 5%
COLOR: as per folder
VISCOSITY ': 200 "- 250" Ford Cup 4
YIELD: 9-10 m² / lt in one coat
DILUTION: ready for use
PACKAGE: polyethylene containers Lt. 2,5 - 1 Lt.
DRYING: tack free 1 h, in depth 24h at 20 ° C
TEMPERATURE OF APPLICATION: between 7 ° C and 30 ° C
APPLICATION: Brush, roller, or spray
STORAGE: 24 months in unopened packs away from temperature changes
The use of coloring pastes not supplied by Nikkolor Italia can compromise not only the aesthetic appearance
but above all can significantly alter the performance of the product itself.
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➢

The data contained may vary at any time without prior notice by Nikkolor Italia.

➢

The information contained in these technical data sheets are the result of our best knowledge and, as such, are
disclosed for information purposes, therefore it does not engage the responsibility of our Company towards any
disputes arising from conditions of use beyond our control, who intends to use it is required to establish whether the
product is suitable for use.

➢

Our warranty obligation is therefore limited to the quality and constancy of the same in relation to the finished
product, and exclusively for the data reported above.

➢

For more detailed information, please contact our TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE service.
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